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Abstarct: This research aims to find out errors in constructing content question 
made by the eleventh grade students of students SMK Bina Putra Sungai Raya 
Pontianak, to identify the type of errors in constructing content question and to 
investigate the percentage of the type of error in constructing content question. The 
method of research that used is a descriptive method. The technique of data 
collecting is a measurement technique. Sample of the research is 25 students. After 
having conducted the research, the writer found some fact that the eleventh grade 
stutents of SMK Bina Putra Pontianak made some errors in constructing content 
question, most of students could constructed content question well although there 
were some students still made some errors in constructing content question, there 
are five aspect that writer analized, those are question word, Auxiliary, Verb, 
Auxiliary, To be and Compliment. Most of the students made errors in constructing 
content question, especially in auxilliary and complement aspects with percentage 
73% and 64%, that is High. These errors cover on four types of error, they are error 
of ommision, addition, substitution and ordering. The error of substitution is the 
most common error of all. 
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Abstrak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menemukan kesalahan siswa kelas XI SMK 
Bina Putra Sungai Raya Pontianak dalam membuat content question, untuk 
mengidentifikasi tipe kesalahan dalam membuat content quention, dan untuk 
mengetahui persentase kesalahan dalam membuat content quention. Metode yang 
digunakan dalam penelitian ini adalah metode deskriptif. Sedangkan teknik 
pengumpulan data menggunakan teknik pengukuran. Penelitian ini menggunakan 
sampel yang berjumlah 25 siswa. Setelah melakukan penelitian penulis menemukan 
beberapa fakta bahwa siswa kelas XI SMK Bina Putra Pontianak melakukan 
beberapa kesalahan dalam membuat content quention. Kebanyakan siswa bisa 
membuat content quention dengan baik, akan tetapi ada beberapa siswa yang masih 
melakukan beberapa kesalahan dalam membuat content quention.  Ada lima aspek 
yang penulis analisis, yaitu question word, Auxiliary, Verb, Auxiliary, To be dan 
Compliment. Kebanyakan siswa membuat kesalahan pada aspek Auxiliary dan 
Compliment dengan persentase 73% dan 64% dengan kualifikasi tinggi. Kategori 
kesalahan mencakup empat tipe kesalahan, yaitu ommision, addition, substitution 
and ordering. Tipe kesalahan subtitution adalah tipe kesalahan yang sering 
dilakukan oleh siswa. 
Kata kunci: Analisis, Kealahan, Membuat, Kalimat Tanya 
 
n a language, studiyng grammar is defined as the study of languange structure. 
Studying grammar means studying about patterns, the elements, and the formulas of 
sentences. Studying grammar helps one to learn about a language. A language combines 
various grammatical points that are covered in grammar and uses them together. There 
is no conversation and piece of writing, no matter how simple, that does not include the 
number of different patterns, according to Jeffrey Coghil (2003:151) the grammer of a 
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language is a set of the rules that govern its structure. Grammer determines how words 
are arranged to form meaningful units.  
Sentence is a set of words that express a statement, and one of the sentence 
forms is interrogative sentence. Interrogative sentence is a sentence we use to get an 
answer or to get new information verifying old information, being aquainted, starting a 
conversation, checking the understanding of someone else, stalling, and many of other 
reason. In English, questioning is unable to be parted. It is a part of daily conversation 
on human life comunication. People often deliver questions when they start a 
conversation with others than using statement. Sentence is a set of words that express a 
statement, and one of the sentence forms is interrogative sentence.  
 Kroeger (2005: 203) defined that there are two basic type of interrogative 
sentences, yes-no question and content question. Yes-no question is a question which 
the answer is close, either yes or no. Content question is a question which the answer is 
open, with no limit of potential responses and formed with question word (who, what, 
where, when, why, how). 
 An effective question needs to contain the key contextual words and phrases that 
made it relevant to the issue, problem, need or context. The question then needs to be 
applied to an appropriate source that will also contain the language that holds the 
required information. According to Azar (1993:174) content question are referred to as 
open question, because the set of possible answer is open with theoretically no limit to 
the number of potential responses. In content question, a question word replaces one of 
the constituents of the corresponding declarative sentence. Those questions word always 
focused on element of the question, representing the crucial piece of new information 
that is being requested.  
What the researcher wants to analyze is the interrogative sentence, especially the 
content question, in the context of simple present tense and past tense, related to given 
written texts. The researcher intends to use the texts as the media because according to 
Bennet (2001:127), grammar instruction must be intertwined with real writing 
experience. In fact, grammar is just a way to understand meaning in sentence. As an 
example, if the students are able to write, they will be able to understand others’ writing. 
We can see the students’ comperhension with the text by asking some questions related 
to the text.  
Moreover, why is the analysis on students’ error important? because the 
students’ error are the real objective of teaching-learning activities. It will be used as 
guidance for the teacher in constructing instructional design, which meets the students’ 
needs. If the teacher knows what the students’ needs are, the teaching-learning activities 
will run effectively and efficiently. 
Basically by analyzing students’ error, one may find many advantages not only 
for students but also for teacher of curriculum development. To paraphrase Norrish 
opinion (1994:8), he provides some advantages of the analysis. 
“First, those are that analysis can give a picture of the type of diffuculty learners are 
experiencing. Then, if carried out on a large scale such as a survey, it can be helpful in 
drawing up curriculum. Afterwards, for the class teacher, it can give useful information 
about the new class. Next, in a class or a country with different first language, it can 
indicates problems common to all and problem common to particular groups and if two 
or three surveys are carried out at interval of time, teacher can begin to build up a 
profile of each individuals’ poblem and see what extend his grasp of the first language 
is improving. By using error analysis as monitoring device, the teacher can assess more 
objectively how his teaching helps his students.” 
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Based on reseacher’s experince during conducting teaching practice, when the 
students learn English, they usually tend to use their first language (L1) as a ‘standard’ 
to express something in English, they arrange the idea in their L1 and than ‘transfer’ 
into English. In fact, mostly in ‘indonesian style’ this is incompatible with what it 
should be in English. This is what we call as interfrence the native influence of L1. In 
this situation, students bring in their L1 grammar when construct a question in L2, and 
will vary according to the native language of the students. 
 Based on the curriculum used in SMK, one of the requirements for the students 
in learning English is about Simple present tense and Simple past tense, both of the 
tenses are required the students to construct three types of sentences, including positive, 
negative and interrogative sentences. In order to specify the reasearch aim, the researcer 
focus in students’ ability in constructing interrogative sentence. Since there are two 
basic types of interrogative sentences, yes-no question and content question, the 
researcher will focus on the students’ ability in constructing content question. 
Considering the importance of content question as a part of grammatical aspect 
in English, the researcher intends to reveal and describribe the students’ error in 
constructing content question by the eleventh grade students SMK Bina Putra Sungai 
Raya Pontianak in academic year 2012/2013. 
Writer also doing error analysis, by doing the error analysis, the writer hopes that it 
will give feedback to the teacher to decide whether she will continue on teaching by 
using the same technique or to find another technique that can help the students in 
mastering simple present and simple past tense esspecially in content question.  
In this research, the writer tries to conduct an analysis of errors in constructing 
content question. The error can happen are error of omission, error of addition, error of 
subtitution, and error of ordering 
Basically by analyzing students’ error, one may find many advantages not only 
for students but also for teacher of curriculum development. To paraphrase Norrish 
opinion (1994:8), he provides some advantages of the analysis. 
“First, those are that analysis can give a picture of the type of diffuculty learners are 
experiencing. Then, if carried out on a large scale such as a survey, it can be helpful in 
drawing up curriculum. Afterwards, for the class teacher, it can give useful information 
about the new class. Next, in a class or a country with different first language, it can 
indicates problems common to all and problem common to particular groups and if two 
or three surveys are carried out at interval of time, teacher can begin to build up a 
profile of each individuals’ poblem and see what extend his grasp of the first language 
is improving. By using error analysis as monitoring device, the teacher can assess more 
objectively how his teaching helps his students.” 
 
METHOD 
As the researcher intends in analyzing the error faced by the students in 
constructing content questions in simple present tense and past tense, the aproppriate 
method to be used in this research is descriptive method. Descriptive method is a 
procedure used to investigate the problem of the research by describing the condition of 
subject or object of the research. Furthermore, Jhon Best says “Descriptive method 
concern with condition or relationships that exists, opinion that held, process that are 
going on, effect that are evidences or trends that are developing” (1983:166) 
The population of this research is the eleventh grade students of students SMK 
Bina Putra Sungai Raya Pontianak in academic year 2012/2013. The population consists 
of eleventh grade students of SMK Bina Putra Sungai Raya Pontianak which consist of 
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25 students. The samples of this reseach involve the eleventh grade students of SMK 
Bina Putra Sungai Raya Pontianak. Therefore, this reseach is a population sample 
Relevant technique is absolutely important to conducting the research in order to 
be able to solve the problem of the research it self. The technique apllied in this research 
is measurement technique in this research was to know the students errors in 
constructing content question. 
As the researcher uses measurement technique, the tool of data collecting 
 that can be used is in form of achievement test. The achievement test used is a 
written test, where students asked to read 5 texts, and then they asked to construct 20 
content questions, which the answers will be in the given text. The texts are in form of 
narrative, descriptive, exposition, and recount. Achievement test used to analyze 
students’ error in constructing content question. Indicator of this test can be seen in 
table 1 
 
 Table 1 
The Indicator of Students’ Error 
         Aspect                             Indicator 
1. WH Question 
Word 
 The usage of correct question word according to the 
context/purpose (in this case, the answers given) 
 
2. Verb & 
Subject-Verb 
agreement 
 
 The usage of the correct form of the verb in simple 
present tense (V1 / V1+ -s/-es) 
 The usage of the correct form of the verb in simple past 
tense (V2 regular/irregular) 
 
3. Auxiliary 
 
 
 The usage of correct auxiliary (do/does)   
 The usage of correct auxiliary (did)   
 
4. To be  The usage of correct form of “to be” in Simple Present 
Tense (is, am, are) 
 The usage of correct form of “to be” in Simple Past 
Tense (was, were) 
 
5. Complement  The usage of appropriate complement (Adjective, Noun, 
Adverb) according to the context. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSION 
Result 
Analysis on the Percentage of Error 
After having conducted the reseach, the writer found some fact that the eleventh 
grade stutents of SMK Bina Putra academic year 2012/2013 made some errors in 
constructing content question, most of students could constructed content question well 
although there were some students still made some errors in constructing content 
question, it is proved on table 1, description of students’ error in constructing content 
question, there are five aspect that writer analized, those are Question word, Verb, 
Auxiliary, To be and Compliment. 
For example of the analysis student test item: 
 
Student’s number 1 
Test Item number 1 
In constructing content question, in test item number 1, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
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number 1 test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspect. He wrote “how can you ever 
repay me?” in the question word aspect, he should use “why” but he used “how”, then in 
auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use auxilliary, in verb aspect, he 
should use “let/go” but he used “repay”. For compliment aspect, he should use “the 
lion/ the rat” but he use “ever”.  The right Content question is “Why did the Lion let the 
rat go?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about reason, that is “Because 
he was not feeling very hungry”. 
 
Test Item number 2 
In constructing content question, in test item number 2, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in auxilliary and verb aspectt. He wrote “where 
a lion sleeping” in auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use auxilliary, in 
verb aspect, he should use “sleep” but he used “sleeping”. The right Content question is 
“Where did the Lion Sleep?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about 
place, that is “In a deep forest”. 
 
Test Item number 3 
In constructing content question, in test item number 3, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspect. He wrote “how helping the 
rat?” in the question word aspect, he should use “who” but he used “how”, then in 
auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use auxilliary, in verb aspect, he 
should use “save” but he used “Helping”. For compliment aspect, he should use “the 
lion from the hole” but he use “the rat” The right Content question is “Who did save the 
lion from the hole?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about subject, that 
is “Mr. Rat did”. 
 
Test Item number 4 
In constructing content question, in test item number 4, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspect. He wrote “how he helping 
lion?” in the question word aspect, he should use “what” but he used “how”, then in 
auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use auxilliary, in verb aspect, he 
should use “do/help” but he used “Helping”. For compliment aspect, he should use “the 
rat do to help the lion” but he use “the lion” The right Content question is “what did the 
rat do to help the lion?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about activity, 
that is “he bit through the net”. 
 
Test Item number 5 
In constructing content question, in test item number 4, there are three aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, to be and complimen. There are no errors In 
Student’s number 1 test item. That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about 
manner, that is “it is confortable and quiet”. 
  
Test Item number 6 
In constructing content question, in test item number 6, there are three aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, To be and complimen. In Student’s number 1 test 
item, I find out the errors in all of the aspects. He wrote “my favorite colour?” in the 
question word aspect, he should use “what” but he did not use question word , then, in 
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to be aspect, he should use “is” but he did not use to be, For compliment aspect, he 
should use “the colour of my room” but he use “my favorite colour” The right Content 
question is “what is the colour of my room?” That is suitable to the answer which used 
to ask about physical description, that is “it is olive green”. 
 
 
Test Item number 7 
In constructing content question, in test item number 7, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspects. He wrote “what are he?” in 
the question word aspect, he should use “who” but he used “what”, then in auxilliary 
aspect, he should use “does” but he did not use auxilliary, in verb aspect, he should use 
“put” but he did not use verb. For compliment aspect, he should use “some pot of indoor 
plants near the door” but he did not use compliment. The right Content question is 
“who does put some put some pot of indoor plants near the door?” That is suitable to 
the answer which used to ask about subject, that is “my father does”. 
 
Test Item number 8 
In constructing content question, in test item number 8, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspects. He wrote “what does it is?” 
in the question word aspect, he should use “where” but he used “what”, then in 
auxilliary aspect, he should use “do” but he did not use auxilliary, in verb aspect, he 
should use “put” but he did not use verb. For compliment aspect, he should use “my 
portable radio” but he did not use compliment The right Content question is “where do 
I put my portable radio?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about pleace, 
that is “on the desk”. 
 
Test Item number 9 
In constructing content question, in test item number 9, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in verb and compliment aspects. He wrote “how 
do I let the car stays clean?”, in verb aspect, he should use “give” but he used “let”. For 
compliment aspect, he should use “good example to children” but he use “the car stays 
clean”. The right Content question is “how do the driver give a good example to 
children?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about manner, that is “by 
having a rubbish bag in the car”. 
 
Test Item number 10 
In constructing content question, in test item number 10, there are three aspects that 
must be analyzed there are question word, To be and complimen. In Student’s number 1 
test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspects. He wrote “the text are?” in the 
question word aspect, he should use “what” but he did not use question word , then, in 
to be aspect, he should use “is” but he used “are”, For compliment aspect, he should use 
“kind of text” but he use “the text”. The right Content question is “what kind of the text 
is this?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about type of something, that 
is “exposition”. 
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Test Item number 11 
In constructing content question, in test item number 10, there are three aspects that 
must be analyzed there are Question word, Verb and Compliment. In Student’s number 
1 test item, I find out the error in question word aspect. He wrote “how do is u see 
someone throwing rubbis from a car?” in the question word aspect, he should use 
“what” but he used “how”. The right Content question is “what should we do if we see 
someone throwing rubbish from a car?” That is suitable to the answer which used to 
ask about activity, that is “take the registration number and report it to the police”. 
 
Test Item number 12 
In constructing content question, in test item number 12, there are three aspects that 
must be analyzed there are question word, verb and complimen. In Student’s number 1 
test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspects. He wrote “how we taken to recyling 
station?”, in verb aspect, he should use “do” but he used “taken”. For compliment 
aspect, he should use “to can and botlles” but he use “to recyling station”. The right 
Content question is “what shold we do to cans and bottles?” That is suitable to the 
answer which used to ask about activity, that is “recycle them”. 
 
Test Item number 13 
In constructing content question, in test item number 13, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in Question word, Auxilliary and Compliment 
aspects. He wrote “what time do they leave holiday?” in the question word aspect, he 
should use “when” but he used “what”, then in auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but 
he used “do”. For compliment aspect, he should use “Aryanto’s family/home” but he 
used “holiday”. The right Content question is “when did Arianto’s family leave home?” 
That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about time, that is “at four in the 
afternoon”. 
 
Test Item number 14 
In constructing content question, in test item number 14, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and complimen. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in auxilliary, verb and compliment aspects. He 
wrote “where Mr Aryanto and his family a picnic?” in auxilliary aspect, he should use 
“did” but he did not use Auxilliary, then in Verb aspect, he should use “go” but he did 
not use verb,  For compliment aspect, he should use “family for holiday” but he used 
“his family a picnic” The right Content question is “where did Arianto’s family go for 
holiday?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about place, that is “Sanur 
and Kuta beach”. 
 
Test Item number 15 
In constructing content question, in test item number 15, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and compliment. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspects. He wrote “what is the 
children do?” in Question word aspect, he should use “who”, but he used “What” in 
auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use Auxilliary, then in Verb aspect, 
he should use “enjoy” but he used “do”,  For compliment aspect, he should use “a boat 
trip” but he used “the children” The right Content question is “who did enjoy a boat 
trip?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about subject, that is “Mr. 
Arianto’s children did”. 
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Test Item number 16 
In constructing content question, in test item number 16, there are three aspects that 
must be analyzed there are question word, to be and compliment. In Student’s number 1 
test item, I find out the errors in all of the aspects. He wrote “what is they done?”in 
question word aspect, he should use “why”, but he used “What” in to be aspect, he 
should use “were” but he used “is”, then for compliment aspect, he should use “The 
children glad” but he did not use compliment. The right Content question is “why were 
the children glad?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about reason, that 
is “because they had never done it before”. 
 
Test Item number 17 
In constructing content question, in test item number 17, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and compliment. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in Question word, Auxilliary and Verb aspects. 
He wrote “whey the titanic sail?”in question word aspect, he should use “when”, but he 
used “Whey” in auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use Auxilliary, then 
in Verb aspect, he should use “sink” but he used “sail” The right Content question is 
“when did the titanic sink?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about time, 
that is “on April 14th, 1912”. 
 
Test Item number 18 
In constructing content question, in test item number 18, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and compliment. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors in auxilliary aspect. He wrote “where the titanic 
sail?” in auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use Auxilliary, The right 
Content question is “where did the titanic saif for?” That is suitable to the answer 
which used to ask about place, that is “New york”. 
 
Test Item number 19 
In constructing content question, in test item number 19, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and compliment. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors all of the aspects. He wrote” what the ship 
sailling?” in question word aspect, he should use “where”, but he used “what” in 
auxilliary aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use Auxilliary, then in Verb aspect, 
he should use “sink” but he used “sailing”, then in compliment aspect, he should use 
“the titanic” but he used “the shep” The right Content question is “where did the titanic 
sink?” That is suitable to the answer which used to ask about place, that is “on the north 
atlantic ocean”. 
 
Test Item number 20 
In constructing content question, in test item number 20, there are four aspects that must 
be analyzed there are question word, auxilliary, verb and compliment. In Student’s 
number 1 test item, I find out the errors all of the aspects. He wrote” what happen to the 
ship?” in question word aspect, he should use “why”, but he used “what” in auxilliary 
aspect, he should use “did” but he did not use Auxilliary, then in Verb aspect, he should 
use “sink” but he used “happen”, then in compliment aspect, he should use “the titanic” 
but he used “to the ship” The right Content question is “why did the titanic sink?” That 
is suitable to the answer which used to ask about reason, that is “because it coolided 
with iceberg”. 
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Discussion 
Analysis on the Percentage of Error 
After having conducted the reseach, the writer found some fact that the eleventh 
grade stutents of SMK Bina Putra academic year 2012/2013 made some errors in 
constructing content question, most of students could constructed content question well 
although there were some students still made some errors in constructing content 
question, it is proved on table 1, description of students’ error in constructing content 
question, there are five aspect that writer analized, those are Question word, Verb, 
Auxiliary, To be and Compliment. 
 
Total score of error on the use of Question word is 196. The next step was 
calculating the mean score of error on the use of Question word by dividing the total 
score with the whole number of research sample (25 students), the mean score is 7,84, 
then the last step was calculating the mean percentage use of Question word by dividing 
the mean score of error with the number of item then times to 100%. The mean 
percentage of error on the use of Question word is 39%, based on Harris’ criteria, the 
mean percentage is classificated moderate. 
Total score of error on the use of Auxilliary is 256. The next step was calculating 
the mean score of error on the use of auxilliary by dividing the total score with the 
whole number of research sample (25 students), the mean score is 10,24, then the last 
step was calculating the mean percentage use of auxilliary by dividing the mean score of 
error with the number of item then times to 100%. The mean percentage of error on the 
use of auxilliary is 73%, based on Harris’ criteria, the mean percentage is classificated 
high.. 
Total score of error on the use of Verb is 237. The next step was calculating the 
mean score of error on the use of verb by dividing the total score with the whole number 
of research sample (25 students), the mean score is 9,48, then the last step was 
calculating the mean percentage use of verb by dividing the mean score of error with the 
number of item then times to 100%. The mean percentage of error on the use of verb is 
59%, based on Harris’ criteria, the mean percentage is classificated substantial. 
Total score of error on the use of To be is 38. The next step was calculating the 
mean score of error on the use of to be by dividing the total score with the whole 
number of research sample (25 students), the mean score is 1,52, then the last step was 
calculating the mean percentage use of to be by dividing the mean score of error with 
the number of item then times to 100%. The mean percentage of error on the use of to 
be is 38%, based on Harris’ criteria, the mean percentage is classificated moderate. 
Total score of error on the use of Compliment is 320. The next step was 
calculating the mean score of error on the use of compliment by dividing the total score 
with the whole number of research sample (25 students), the mean score is 12,08, then 
the last step was calculating the mean percentage use of compliment by dividing the 
mean score of error with the number of item then times to 100%. The mean percentage 
of error on the use of compliment is 64%, based on Harris’ criteria, the mean percentage 
is classificated high. 
 
The Analysis on The Types of Error 
After the writer analyzed the result of the test, the writer classifield the error that the 
students have made based on the four types of error. They are of omission, addition, 
substitution, and ordering.  
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The students made the four types of errors when they constructed content 
question. The error of substitution is the most common error that the students created. 
Almost all of the students made error in substitution. Most of errors are caused by 
misplacing verb and complement.  
Then, in the second place is error of omission, the reason why most of them 
made error of omission because they did not know the form of auxiliary and verb, so 
when they did the test, they did not use auxiliary and verb.  
In the third place is error of addition, the reason why the students made error 
of addition because sometimes they do not know the regular and irregular verb and they 
usually changed the meaning of a word or even made a word become meaningless. 
And the last is error of ordering. The error that they made, because they cannot 
apply the pattern in interrogative form especially in content question. 
 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
Conclusion 
It can be concluded that the eleventh grade students of SMK Bina Putra made 
errors in constructing content question, especially in auxilliary and complement aspects 
with percentage 73% and 64%, that is High classification, based on classification 
presented by David P. Harris, this matter can be because of students’ lack in 
understanding those five aspects, esspecially in auxilliary and complement. The students 
made the four types of errors when they constructed content question. The error of 
substitution is the most common error that the students created. Almost all of the 
students made error in substitution. Most of errors are caused by misplacing verb and 
complement.  
 
Suggestion: 
After finding the fact, some suggestions are need to be given: (1) Teacher should 
improve the quality in teaching simple present tense and simple past tense esspecially in 
intrrogative sentence. (2) the teacher shoud give more explanation about Question word, 
auxilliary, to be, verb and compliment (3) It is also suggested to the teacher to give 
more exercises and check their answer together in order to know what part they always 
made error. (4) the student should have motivation when learning English. (5) It is 
suggested that the students should improve the studying habits to develop their english 
ability (6) the student should improve comprehension of the pattern in constructing 
content question 
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